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Match each of the following terms to its definition:

Fraction Half-circle One half Equal groups

Equal shares Halves One fourth One third

1. __________ - groups that have the same number of objects or things

2. __________ - equal parts of a whole

3. __________ - any part of a group, number or whole

4. __________ - a circle divided into two equal parts; half of a circle

5. __________ - the parts that you get when you divide something into
two equal parts

6. __________ - one for four equal parts

7. __________ - one of two equal parts

8. __________ - one of three equal parts
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Match each of the following terms to its definition:

Fraction Half-circle One half Equal groups

Equal shares Halves One fourth One third

1. Equal groups - groups that have the same number of objects or
things

2. Equal shares - equal parts of a whole

3. Fraction - any part of a group, number or whole

4. Half-circle - a circle divided into two equal parts; half of a circle

5. Halves - the parts that you get when you divide something into two
equal parts

6. One fourth - one for four equal parts

7. One half - one of two equal parts

8. One third - one of three equal parts
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